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YOUR WORLDWIDE

SERVICE PARTNER
FOR INDUSTRIAL FILTRATION
AFTERMARKET AND SERVICE

WE MAKE SURE THAT EVERYTHING RUNS

SAFELY AND ECONOMI

Advice and solution—integral

many of your spare parts to arrive within 24

and systematic

hours after the order has been placed. For this

The expertise and reliability with which we de-

purpose, we maintain modern logistics centers

velop individual solutions is the main reason

in Central Europe, Asia, North and South

for our worldwide success. This is due to our

America.

knowledge and experience of the complex
interactions of filter technology, which makes

With our exchange components, we offer a

us a market leader. We always look at the com-

highly efficient system that saves you time,

plete system to develop a technically and eco-

hassle, and costs, when it really matters. Your

nomically optimized solution. We take a great

production operation can continue, while we

deal of information, data, and system parame-

analyze and correct the problem in our service

ters into consideration and tailor everything to

department.

your needs, from the process requirements to
the location of the filter.

Our spare parts packages offer total
filtration solutions

As service-oriented filtration experts, we can

We employ fine-tuned test methods and tailored

demonstrate our practical strengths. Because

equipment for monitoring filters and systems.

optimal productivity of your systems also re-

For example, our optical/electrical maintenance

quires that the filtration systems are ready for

indicators and mobile measuring devices are

operation and fully functional at the right time.

used for ongoing controls. Use our monitoring
service and increase the reliability, safety, and

The expansion and upgrade service of Aftermarket MAHLE Industrial Filtration offers you
economical and viable solutions. After all, you
do not necessarily have to invest into a new
system to utilize the latest functions or expand
capacities. Upgrading and modernizing your
existing equipment frequently constitutes a
practical and cost-effective alternative to a useful expansion of your system.
Original, approved spare parts—delivered
promptly
As your reliable service partner we continuously work to become better. Our cleverly devised
global logistics system makes it possible for

availability of your machinery and systems.

ICALLY

Our help: fast, economical, tailored exactly

Your employees play a key role in the success

to your needs

of your daily production operation. As your serv-

The top priority is to minimize your production

ice partner for filtration and separation systems,

downtime and deliver top quality products to

we offer dedicated training programs, which we

specification. To ensure that we can help you

jointly tailor to your system, your requirements,

promptly with comprehensive service or spare

and the needs of your employees.

parts in the event of an emergency, we have a
network of specialists who are permanently on
standby. That way, we can help you quickly and
reliably.
With our in-house laboratory services, you have
the satisfaction of knowing that your process is
fully understood by the Aftermarket MAHLE
Industrial Filtration, your service partner. You
receive precise results on the filtration efficiency
of your equipment. All the necessary services
are in accordance with internationally recognized standards—regardless of size, dimension,
or original equipment manufacturer.
With a maintenance contract from Aftermarket
MAHLE Industrial Filtration, everything is covered with a bespoke schedule for you. It covers
all prescribed maintenance work—matched
precisely to your equipment and processes.
We directly consult with you and prepare a
tailor-made maintenance and spare parts program that exactly meets your expectations and
needs.
For best system performance, they are optimally adapted to the application, the use in the
process, the age, condition and hazardous
nature of the equipment, as well as the value
and sensitivity of the process fluids.

GLOBAL

AFTERMARKET SERVICE
FOR YOU ON SITE

Aftermarket MAHLE Industrial Filtration—

Your added value in service:

more service for you worldwide

Filtration solutions and services for most filtra-

MAHLE Industrial Filtration is continuously expanding its service expertise and support for

tion systems—even for non-MAHLE products
Maximum performance thanks to higher filtra-

the aftermarket business. For our customers,

tion performance

we have pooled the worldwide activities of the

Reduced operating costs, less stoppage times,

aftermarket service into one area: Aftermarket

higher availability and productivity

MAHLE Industrial Filtration.

Technical advice from our experts
On-site service during start-up and trouble

Our strengthened service expertise allows us

shooting

to offer you even more customer value in the

Wide range of spare parts for practically all

global network with an extensive range of filters

filtration systems with proven MAHLE quality

and filter systems of certified quality, delivered

Maintenance programs

promptly at competitive prices. This means ad-

Training programs

ded value performance for maximum availability,

High product availability

production and process reliability, as well as

Fast delivery service and spares

cost effectiveness for your equipment.

Certified quality, tested according to DIN and
ISO standards, with associated industrial

Partnership with true added value

approvals

Our team of experienced aftermarket specialists
supports you in all areas of fluid technology, air

Innovative service partner with leading

filtration, process technology, and separation.

filter expertise

Worldwide. Our goal is to make your filtration

For decades, MAHLE Industrial Filtration has

and separation processes as efficient, smooth,

been producing high-quality industrial filters for

and effective as possible. Since this requires

fluid technology, air filtration, process technolo-

a comprehensive understanding of your pro-

gy, and separation. They are just as efficient and

cesses, our experienced staff works closely

economical in machine and systems building,

with you. Your cost effectiveness, competitive-

the automotive industry, and the chemical,

ness, and plant reliability can be fully optimized.

pharmaceutical, and food industries as in en-

In times of rising quality demands on the pro-

vironmental and drive technologies, power

duction environment, this will benefit your busi-

engineering, marine technology, and mobile

ness.

machinery systems. Take advantage of our
tailor-made aftermarket service, from propriety
spares, technical advice, installation, and startup, to systems monitoring and laboratory
support.

www.mahle-industrialfiltration.com
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